Guided Sight Reading, New Approach to Piano Study, by Leonhard .LJ~'UoIL.~''''JLIl
Crown Publishers, New
1950. Reviewed by Victor Popper, Chicago.
As occasional polls among adults show, only very few former piano students
continue their active relationship to music after having discontinued, or termintheir studies. Indeed, illOSt of them later never touch the piano. Strange to
not many people are even aware of this striking lnisproportion between
and result, and those who are, subnlit to this fact as to a natural law.
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as this may seem, it took the author years of experiments and failures to arrive
at this conclusion and, moreover, to develop a n1ethod as to how to teach
Incidentally, it is a method that can be applied to any pupil, as
.s.J'-'u ... .:l~~~~ being one of the earliest
of Alfred Adler, refuses to exclude "untalented"
A child-prodigy succeeds, no matter how he is taught, because he
follows his own method. The problelTIS begin \vith less fortunate pupils. For
sight-reading should not be just another exercise, in addition to the conventional
technical and repertoire studies. It should be the essence of piano study. This reviewer, having been a follower of Dr. Deutsch since the time he started advancing his ideas in Vienna, can testify that a pupil needs to be taught hardly
thing but sight-reading. It may be applied from the beginning, and is, at
same time, the best preparation for repertory study since it is evident that, the
better one grasps a piece at sight, the easier it will be to perfect it.
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Only little can be said within this space about how sight-reading should be
taught. To avoid a nlisunderstanding: By sight-reading, in this connection, is
not meant the task of playing a new piece with the required speed at all costs,
no matter what happens. Quite the contrary. The student should aim at absolute correctness in the first place, in the second, at playing evenly. To achieve
this goal he will have to play very slo\vly. His ideal should be a "slow-motion
rendition of the correct performance." ... "Technique is developed by slowing
down the practicing tempo." ... During the first few repetitions-and more are
not advisable-the speed "vill gradually increase. A piece which the pupil drops
for the time being will seem much easier after he has advanced to more complicated sight-reading material. He will this time be able to start with greater
speed, "\vithout having played the piece in between.
Much space is devoted to a feature of Dr. Deutsch's method which he stresses
now more than he did years ago. It is guiding the pupil by playing along with
him, joining the beginner in the higher octave, playing duets, distributing the
parts of the two hands between pupil and teacher. Somevvhat advanced students
should, if possible, be accoll1panied on a second piano. The musical contact with
his teacher, if correctly applied, proves to be the most effective way of helping
him along, from finding the right keys up to playing with natural expression.
Profound understanding of the pupil's peculiarities and individual needs is here,
more than elsewhere, necessary.
This revievv can convey only a faint idea of what the book contains in 110
pages, replete with meaning. You will find no sil1.all talk in it; everything is said
with a mininlUlll of words. The author's keen sense of humor, latent most of the
time, reveals itself here and there, as in the advice: "Never should a teacher be
more ambitious for the pupil than the pupil is for himself, lest the teacher fall
into the weak position of a creditor toward his insolvent debtor."
Even readers who are not ready to agree with all of Leonhard Deutsch's
views, will find his book highly stimulating.
Ltft Up Your Heart} by Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen, McGra\v-Hill, New York 1950,
308 pages. Reviewed by Leonhard Deutsch, New York} N.Y.
This book, though it is \-vritten from the viewpoint of religion, not of science,
and thus offers wisdoln rather than knowledge, will greatly interest the followers
of Individual Psychology. l~he author has transcribed the biblical concept of
human nature into an exquisite rnodern prose, including a multitude of aphoristic sentences-gems "vhich, even detached, \vould keep their value.
Msgr. Sheen brands our civilization the climax of materialism, based on the
pleasure principle, advocating liberties instead of inner freedom, keeping man
irresponsible and ruled by selfish tendencies, canl0uflaging vices as virtues, upsetting social relations, and leading to inner and outer conflicts and disasters.
This is essentially identical with Adlerian thought.
Yet the author, following the doctrine of the Bible, also goes beyond Individual Psychology and stresses the Divine level of human nature. Man's faith
in. himself and his fellows is rooted in his faith in God. Social interest impliel
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of us are God's children; love of one's fellow-men is a 111.anifestation
the love of God.
likely most readers of this book are believers; it may teach them that
character traits, even though covered up by lip-service, are 111C:Of]o.p;atllble
true
faith. Faith, whether in mankind or in God, is more
theoretical conviction; it is a deeply rooted feeling.
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book makes us understand that Faith
to the future. "God is
Love our
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Dianetics; The Modern Science of Ivlentalliealth;
L.
House, New Yark
452 pages. Revievved
Leonhard
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"Dianoua" is the Greek "vord for
"Dianetics" means "the science of 111.ind."
for
Mr. Hubbard
a neurotic synlptonl
Yet
Freud n1.eant an actual
experience, Mr. Hubbard aSSUl1J.es that a trauma
in a state of unconsciousness and IS recorded as an
a
further holds that the most
of unconsciousness
life: froin the moment of
a wonl.an's emotional and
shocks and pains cause
in
cells of the
become the sources of all kinds of disorders in later life.
like Freud, !vfr. Hubbard clainls that a trauma is rendered
less when
is raised into consciousness. Yet ,vhile for that purpose
worked out an intricate and tedious
]\1r. Hubbard can manage vvith
a very simple and quick procedure: the
(called "pre-clear")
davIn
on a couch and closes his eyes; the
(called
hint into a
"reverie" and leads his mem01:y back to
early childhood.
slips further back into his mother's womb, talks the dianetic
auditor, snapping his fingers, lifts his patient's "engralll.S" to
they prompty burst like soap-bubbles.
Freud, .l-\dler, and other pioneers of psychotherapy spent their lives elaborating their ideas and never ceased revising and alnending them. Mr. Hubbard hit
the jackpot right at the beginning and within twelve years brought "Dianetics"
to perfection. Freud and the others vvere self-critical, a"vare of the
of
their problems and of the limits of their achievements. Mr. Hubbard, unperturbed by modesty, insists that "Dianetics" works vvith the precision of a
button machine, curing unfailingly, in no time, radically, and without
all kinds of en10tional and mental trouble, psychotic conditions, and
somatic illness. He puts on the list of the latter a great many clinical
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